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ABSTRACT 
 
As the world becomes increasingly dependent on online interactions, it is important to 

understand how such communication affects mental and physical well-being. While some hold 

that increased online activity increases social distance, others find that online communities can 

help enable sociability. This is particularly true of massive multiplayer online role-playing 

games. Yet it is unclear if the social interactions within games extend beyond the gaming context 

or if the gaming sociability influences day-to-day non-gaming interactions. In this thesis, I 

present a mixed-methods study that explores online gaming communities and how online 

interactions are “embodied” or get under the skin of players in ways that influence their offline 

lives as well. I hypothesized that, when dealing with negative experiences such as toxic behavior 

within League of Legends, players who are more committed to the game would feel more 

attached to the game outcome than individuals who are less committed to the game. I also 

hypothesized that individuals who are more committed to the game would display higher 

physiological arousal during a game than less committed individuals, due to the level of 

dedication and investment to the game outcome. I administered a baseline survey about online 

gaming, and, pre- and posttest assessment of feelings about the game play around a single match 

of League of Legends gameplay (N=37). I interviewed a subsample of these participants (N=20) 

and assessed physiological stress response during gameplay using skin conductance among 

another subsample (N=11). Analysis of ethnographic data suggests that player’s background and 

gendered expectations influence how players compete. I found that the relationship between 

player commitment and experience is more complex due to social bonds, gendered expectations, 

game results, and coping mechanisms. I found that the game result had a greater effect on the 

overall experience scores than commitment score. Linear regression on skin conduction indicated 
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that age, gender, and overall experience account for 84% of the variance in in-game stress and 

that overall experience is the main predictor of the in-game stress response. The linear regression 

highlights how player background and their online experience can be associated with biological 

and psychological changes. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 
 
ADC  The ADC is a player whose role is similar to a running back in football; their 

main goal is to provide damage and capitalize on openings made by 
teammates. The ADC is often relatively weak at the beginning of the game, 
and it is up to their support to protect them and to set up plays that allow the 
ADC to gain power and succeed. 

AFK     away from the keyboard 

Bot  An autonomous program which takes in “sensory” input such as game 
information and data shown on screen in order to formulate a perfect response 
action without the input of the player 

Champion  An avatar that the player controls and moves around the map. There are over 
140 champions in the game, and each has different abilities and skills.  

Emote  A symbolic image that can be used in-game to represent an emotion or 
expression.  

eSports  Any of a group of video games which have a large competitive scene, 
complete with professional and amateur teams sponsored by companies such 
as Geico and Alienware  

Feeding  dying multiple times to an enemy player 

Flame/ 

Flaming  

criticizing another individual about the player’s gameplay in a negative 
manner, such as commenting on the number of times the player has died or 
used offensive language. 

Griefing  is the act of irritating and angering people in a video game on purpose.  

Inting  intentionally dying in the game to give the enemy an advantage. 

Jungler   The jungler is similar to the quarterback since the jungler’s primary role is to 
set the pace of the game. Similar to having a strategist, the jungler’s role is to 
facilitate tasks around the map giving their team an advantage and making it 
easier to destroy the enemy base 

Laning 

Phase  
Players mainly stay in their lane, or section of the map, and only fight the 
enemy player that has the same position as them.  
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Level  An internal metric used by League of Legends to determine relative player 
experience.  

LP  League points, the in-game currency type that determines an individual’s rank 
within the game. 

Macro  A button that has been programmed to perform more than one action when 
struck: for example, pressing the “S” key when a particular macro is active 
may instead type a series of commands far quicker than a human could be 
reasonably expected to perform the same action. 

Middle 
laner  

The middle lane is similar to a wide receiver since their primary role is to 
move around the field and impact the sides of the field.  

Minion  Minions are units aligned with one of the teams. They attack automatically any 
enemy unit or structure they find in their way. They are controlled by artificial 
intelligence and only use basic attacks. There are four kinds of minions: melee 
minions, caster minions, siege minions, and super minions. 

MOBA  Massive Online Battle Arena, a type of video game in which two teams of 
human or computer players compete on a pre-determined map to achieve 
specific objectives, namely the destruction of the enemy base. 

Nexus  In each mode, the Nexus is the base location that gives the player control over 
their avatars. Once destroyed, the tie to their selected champions are severed, 
ending the game. In addition, the Nexus is also the source of the minion 
waves. 

Objective  

Phase  
Players start to group up to fight the enemy team, secure key advantages, and 
destroy the enemy base.   

Ping  The internet connection or signal between a player and the Riot server. Higher 
ping means a bad connection, while a lower ping means a good connection.  

PvP  Player versus Player 

RP  Riot points, used as in-game currency to buy champions and or skins 

Smart 
Ping 

 A way for teammates to communicate without words to quickly signal crucial 
information, such as the enemy is missing, be careful, I am on my way, and I 
need help.   

Support  The support is similar to a Tight End. The jungler may be the strategist, but the 
support role is the lifeline of the game and makes sure that the plays happen. 
The support’s main goal is to protect and to enable their teammates.  
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Top laner  The top laner is similar to a lineman; the top lanner’s role is to protect allied 
team members from enemy damage while inflicting as much damage as 
possible onto the enemies 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

According to the Entertainment Software Association (2018), 60% of Americans play 

video games daily. Contrary to widespread belief, playing certain types of video games involves 

a substantial amount of social interaction. Much of the previous literature on videogames 

explores the connection between video games and aggression and addiction (Barlett, Harris, & 

Baldassaro, 2007; Prescott, Sargent, & Hall, 2016; Chuang Sum, & Chan, 2018). If players 

express increased aggression within their everyday lives after playing video games, the increase 

in aggression suggests that there is some form of connection between what people experience 

online and their corresponding reactions outside of the game. In this study, I took a mixed-

methods anthropological approach to analyze how the culture within League of Legends can 

influence the players, physiologically and psychologically. The primary focus of this research 

was to explore the relationship between negative experiences within the game and their 

connection to the potential physiological effects stemming from stress caused by the game. 

While exploring the different relationships, I also observed how perceived gender roles and 

expectations influenced how the player experiences the game.  

         I was introduced to League of Legends in 2012 by an online friend I had met while 

playing a browser-based city-building game called Dragons of Atlantis. Since then, I have played 

the game for almost two-thousand hours. My experience within the League of Legends has 

influenced how I perceive the game as well as what I sought to investigate. Being a female 

player within the community has sparked my interest in questions surrounding gender and player 
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experience. Within my experiences, I formulated questions about the physiological and 

psychological consequences of immersion and the social bonds created from the game. 

In this study, I investigated how members within online gaming communities build social 

bonds. Initially, I researched how other anthropological studies researched social bonds within 

Massive Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPG) communities. One of the topics 

they investigated was how players within the game form outside social bonds and establish 

emotional investment (Nardi, 2010; Rheingold, 2000; Snodgrass, 2017). Previous studies have 

focused on how MMORPGs can influence a person physiologically, psychologically, and 

socially, and have examined the positive and negative consequences of being part of an online 

gaming community. In this study, I expand on how gaming within a competitive gaming 

atmosphere can influence a person physiologically, psychologically, and socially. 

League of Legends is a Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) game with over 27 

million daily players (Zieglar, 2019). Massive Online Battle Arenas (MOBAs) differ from 

MMORPGs because, in the game, there is often an increased sense of competition and a more 

restrictive virtual environment. The increased level of competition in MOBAs may result in 

different gender dynamics and may be associated with stronger physiological or psychological 

consequences. Unlike MMORPGs, League of Legends is an eSport and is part of a multimillion-

dollar industry that has various professional players, teams, and a championship series (Heitner, 

2018). The competitiveness raises the stakes, leading to heightened emotions, deeper immersion, 

and investment in the game outcome. Therefore, I investigate how playing video games, League 

of Legends, and how interacting within a competitive environment can affect an individual 

physiologically and psychologically. I used an anthropological mixed-methods approach that 
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includes both quantitative (biomarkers and psychometrics) and qualitative (semi-structured 

interviews and participant-observation) data. 

Video games tend to be male-dominated and therefore follow many masculine tropes to 

appeal to a male audience (Mahmassani et al., 2010). Comparing my experiences as a female to 

others has made me curious about the overall gender dynamics within games. Gender influences 

the interactions among social groups online and has been shown to influence how others see the 

player. This perception can change how invested the player becomes in the game, as well as alter 

the overall player experience (Mahmassani et al. 2010). Thus, while exploring the general culture 

within the League of Legends community, I investigated how the player’s gender can influence 

the player experiences the game. I measured the degree of investment, or commitment level, in 

terms of the number of hours players spent on the game, as well as how important they felt the 

game was. 

I collected data from June to October 2019, using a mixed-methods research design I 

investigated the relationship between commitment (highly committed, semi-committed, not 

committed) and gamer experience (positive, negative). I further explored this relationship by 

using electrodermal data, surveys, and semi-structured interviews. I also investigated gender 

(female, male, nonconforming) differences to see if one’s gender affects the type of experiences 

the player could have within the League of Legends community. 

I investigated whether there are associations between players with their commitment to the 

game and how they behave within the game. 

1. When observing the general culture of the League of Legends community, I made some 

preliminary observations on whether player gender can influence the overall experience 

of those players. 
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2. I hypothesized that, when dealing with negative experiences such as toxic behavior 

within video games, players who are more committed to the game would feel more 

attached to the game outcome than individuals who are less committed to the game. 

3. I also hypothesized that individuals who are more committed to the game would display 

higher physiological arousal (measured via skin conductance) during a game than less 

committed individuals, due to the level of dedication and investment to the game 

outcome. 

Although I focused on League of Legends, this study may help broaden the 

understanding of the potential effects video games could have, and if those effects extend outside 

of the game. As online gaming increases in popularity, understanding how social interactions 

happen within the League of Legends community, and how these connections can influence the 

physiological and psychological well-being of the player becomes more complex. As gaming 

becomes more accessible, those playing video games become more culturally diverse. My study 

also highlights how video game research can link and incorporate multiple scholarly domains so 

that researchers can understand the multiple facets underlying League of Legends.  
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Outline of the Thesis 

In chapter two, I introduce the concept of embodiment, gender, sports, and competition. I 

then look at how to define an online community and review previous research on League of 

Legends. Finally, I investigate earlier mixed-methods studies on video game research.  

In chapter three, I explain the reasoning for using League of Legends online communities. 

Later in this chapter, I lay out how I divided my sample for my thesis project. I then provide a 

League of Legends description and explain important terminology. Finally, I provide key details 

about my online population and my face-to-face population.  

In chapter four, I detail the process of gathering my population, giving the initial Online 

Gaming Involvement Survey, giving them a Pre and Post Feeling Game Survey, having them play 

a game of League of Legends, and collecting skin conductance data. This chapter also outlines 

how I analyzed my quantitative data and qualitative data in an integrative manner.  

In chapter five, I discuss how I used Qualitrics and SPSS to analyze my data. I conduct a 

serious of bivariate correlation and a linear regression. I then provide my interview schedule.  

In chapter six, I explore the results of the study, how players embody the game and how 

gendered ideas can influence how the players interact within the virtual environment. I also 

contextualize the survey data concerning the qualitative accounts. The first section of the chapter 

reports and analyzes my data concerning my first hypothesis. My next section reports and analyzes 

my data in relation to my second hypothesis. Finally, my last section provides a general discussion, 

focusing on gender dynamics within the game.  

 In chapter seven, I discuss the limitations I faced while conducting this study. I then 

provide suggestions for future research and how my study could be built off.  

 In chapter eight, I conclude my study and summarize the main findings
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Introduction  

 Virtual realities often parallel offline reality (Snodgrass et al. 2011). Within this research, 

I focus on a competitive atmosphere within the video game realm. The focus of my research has 

been on embodiment and how the virtual sphere can influence the physical world. I investigate 

aspects of sports and other competitive spheres that are reflective of their virtual counterparts. 

Considering the parallels between online and offline realities, I explore research done in 

psychology, anthropology, and communications that reflect how competition can influence the 

player. I further investigate how to define and study a virtual environment while also considering 

how preconceived notions of gender can be reflective in virtual worlds. Finally, I reflect on 

previous research conducted on League of Legends.  

Embodiment 

I use embodiment to account for how online social interactions can influence what the 

player experiences. Embodiment refers to the process in which individuals internalize their 

experiences. According to Ochs (2012), the language we use is symbolic, indexical, and can alter 

how we experience the world. If language is a mode of experiencing the world, then the 

interactions players have online, what players type in chat, and how players behave within the 

game could alter their perception of the world, both in and out of the game (Ochs, 2012). The 

ways players interact socially within a game can produce emotions. Experiencing toxicity or 

negative behavior may cause some form of emotional response. Therefore, could alter how 

players behave and embody some aspects of the game and the interactions players have online. 
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Although there may be a shared culture within a group, individuals may experience the 

events differently (Worthman, 1999). Emotions can guide how a person perceives a situation 

through what they pay attention to and how they encode the event in their memory (Worthman, 

1999). The emotions that individuals experience could be considered mediators of the biological 

effects in social situations and can show how an individual embodies social inequalities. A topic 

of research is how people can embody racial inequalities, for example, how the African 

American community embodies social inequality and the possible long-term health effects 

(Gravlee, 2009). Increased exposure to stressful and negative environments may be associated 

with health problems, which is important to note when I observe players within the stressful 

competitive environment of League of Legends. Since League of Legends is a competitive game, 

understanding embodiment can help me understand how the heightened emotional state can 

influence player experiences and associated physiological response.  

Gender 

Being a female gamer, I have developed a curiosity about how gender influences how the 

player experiences the game. Player gender can influence the interactions among social groups 

online and has been shown to influence how others perceive the player. This perception can 

change how invested female players become in the game, as well as alter the overall player 

experience (Mahmassani et al. 2010). For example, Maria “Remillia” Creveling was the only 

female-identifying professional League of Legends player to compete in the League 

Championship Series (LSC). After being bombarded with sexist and transphobic harassment, she 

removed herself from her pro-teams’ roaster due to anxiety and self-esteem issues (Williams, 

2016). Since video games often reflect reality, I investigate how gender roles influence the 

gaming experience. 
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How people communicate and interact with others stems from their upbringing and life 

experiences. Swann (2003) found that girls are often taught to use cooperative language and be 

sensitive towards the social situation while boys were taught to use competitive language. The 

gendered variance in the language used suggests that there may be certain tendencies within the 

game that may influence the player balance between cooperation and competitiveness. Since 

League of Legends is a competitive game based on teamwork, it is important to understand how 

gender influences the decision making and experience of the player.   

Sports and Competition 

In recent years, The League of Legends Championship Series (LCS) and other eSports 

tournaments have become more accepted within the sports community. To better understand the 

impacts of competition on players, I researched literature that focused on sports. Bogdanova 

(2015) used concepts from embodiment theory and applied them to sports activities, illustrating 

the relationship between mental and physiological processes. Research on teamwork within 

sports, suggests that team productivity stems from positive social relationships and task cohesion 

among players (Filho, Tenenbaum, & Yang, 2015). Bogdanova (2015) suggested that having 

other people nearby can increase an athlete’s performance in a competitive sport. League of 

Legends displays the connection between teamwork and performance, in terms of how players 

work together in the game. League of Legends shares similarities to physical sports concerning 

teamwork, perseverance, physical and mental strain (Jenny, Manning, Keiper, & Olrich, 2017). 

Since League of Legends is a competitive game, I propose that the experiences of emotions and 

physiological stress from competition may resemble those of athletes. 
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Defining an Online Community  

 Although there are similarities between studying video games and sports, video game 

communities often start online. This atypical social paradigm raises the question about how best 

to define what constitutes a social interaction, the population, and the community boundary. 

Snodgrass et al. (2011) was interested in how much the individual’s online presence intertwined 

with their family and professional life. They found that the third space (online/virtual) extends 

and connects to the first and second places of family and work (Snodgrass et al., 2011). Within 

online communities, individuals are still able to work within a form of community that involves 

social interactions, through verbal and text communication (Boellstorff, 2015). These 

online/virtual communities may start online but may lead to face-to-face interactions. Guimarães 

(2005) defines the social environment of an online community boundary as a program-created 

symbolic space that allows for communication between at least two individuals. Although online 

communities may not have physical boundaries, they can have social or cultural boundaries, or 

be defined by shared key interests. In this study, I define my online population by using League 

of Legends players as my cultural boundary.  

Within online communities, social relationships can develop without being 

geographically bound. The virtual and the physical world are intertwined in meaningful ways 

(Boellstorff, 2015). For instance, it is common for friendships and relationships to start within a 

game and develop outside of the game (Nardi & Harris, 2006). Therefore, the line between 

reality and the in-game world can blur. Rheingold (2000) suggested that the way individuals 

interact online often reflects or mirrors how they would interact in real life but with certain 

limitations, such as not being able to interact with the other person physically. Research on social 

networks and online gamer experience suggests that online video games can help bridge the 
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connection between offline and online social networks and online experiences (Dengah et al., 

2018). How a player interacts online can manifest offline physiologically and shows how what 

happens online can mentally affect the player. Longman and colleagues (2009) suggest that 

individuals might seek online social relationships to fill certain social voids. Dengah and 

colleagues (2018) propose that studying online social interactions can shed light on the 

association between off/online social networks and online experiences. Social interactions in the 

game extend outside of the game in how the player experiences and embodies the game.  

Like League of Legends, World of Warcraft (WoW) is a male-dominated game. Out of 

about 7.1 million WoW players, only 35% identify as female (Mueller, 2015). Nardi (2010) 

conducted participant observation within an online environment, focusing on female/male 

interactions within a video game that is typically male-dominated. She incorporated activity 

theory and theories on the aesthetic experience to study how players interacted with the game 

interface and made decisions within the game. She focused on issues dealing with gender, 

culture, and addiction from the players’ perspective. The aesthetics and the goals in the game are 

designed to drive players to complete habitual actions. The game design elements can be 

gendered and, therefore, can affect player experiences and investment in the game.  

League of Legends Research  

Previous psychological studies examine how players navigate cooperation and teamwork 

within League of Legends. Kwak, Blackburn, and Han (2015) specifically looked at how 

negative and toxic behavior manifested within League of Legends and used “Tribunal System” 

data (player reports, case analysis, and results) and psychological data to explain social 

interactions. The Tribunal system had a trial/jury-type system. Members from the community 

assess the case and decide on if the player deserved to be punished and what punishment their 
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behavior warranted. The Tribunal System was initially implemented in League of Legends to 

address unsportsmanlike conduct and showed that there were regional cultural differences on 

what was considered toxic behavior. Kwak et al. (2018) suggested that in-group favoritism and 

out-group hostility could increase or decrease willingness to report toxic behavior. According to 

their study, match outcomes and the overall player environment predicted the likelihood of 

players reporting bad behavior. One of the limitations of that study was it generalized the causes 

behind the player’s behavior based off report logs, which did not contextualize the situation 

behind the report. Using a mixed-methods approach could address the limitation of the earlier 

study, which uses ethnographic data to supply more contextual information behind the player’s 

behavior. Contextualizing information can help humanize players by allowing the system to 

recognize that offline factors can play a role in how the player behaves online. By understanding 

what influences a player, game developers can implement new systems or ways of combating 

negative or toxic behavior.  

Mixed-Methods Approach 

 One of the foundational approaches used in anthropology is participant observation. 

Bronislaw Malinowski’s seminal work with the Trobriand Islanders (Malinowski 1922) laid out 

the methodology, which at its core, attempted to translate the unfamiliar to something 

understandable to one’s own culture. To fully be able to understand and write about another 

culture, one must become fully immersed within the local cultural environment, as well as 

actively participate within the culture. The researcher must also collect data over a wide range of 

facts and be able to take a step back to be able to reduce and analyze those data effectively 

(Malinowski 1922).  
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One of the challenges of ethnography of online communities is achieving immersion in a 

virtual space. Within the realm of anthropological research in video games, Nardi (2010) and 

Snodgrass (2017); have examined World of Warcraft through an ethnographic lens, with their 

adaptation of participant observation. They describe World of Warcraft as an MMORPG and an 

open-world game that has two main factions: The Alliance and The Horde. Within the game, 

there are various game modes such as player versus player (PvP), guild raiding, and questing. 

PvP refers to a game mode where two players fight to gain an advantage. Players team up to 

build a guild allowing them to go to areas with specialized enemies to gain exclusive loot, also 

known as guild raiding. WoW is set within an open world system, in which players explore 

multiple areas and pick up various quests to gain experience and money. The type of social 

interaction varies depending on the game mode and the expectations placed upon the player.  

Outside of WoW, studies have investigated player motivations, emotional investment, 

relationships, and how MMORPGs gameplay can become problematic. Yee (2006) suggested 

that virtual identities and experiences are not necessarily separate from the material world. 

MMORPGs can be used as virtual spaces to study social interactions and personal identities both 

inside and outside the game. While exploring these connections, Yee (2006) developed a 

typology for motivation in gameplay. Data analysis showed that there were three overarching 

components: achievement, social, and immersion. An achievement consisted of advancement, 

mechanics, and competition. The achievement component focused on systems within the game 

that give the player a sense of accomplishment. Social consisted of socializing, relationship, and 

teamwork. The social component examined the relationships within the game and how the game 

facilitated sociability among its players. Finally, immersion consisted of discovery, role-playing, 

customization, and escapism. Immersion reflected on how connected the player felt to the world 
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and game design. These components were empirically validated and provide a way to understand 

motivation within MMORPGs typologically.  

Snodgrass et al. (2017) built off Yee’s (2006) typology by expanding the research on the 

social component. They used participant observation and cultural consensus in the World of 

Warcraft gaming community to develop a culturally sensitive scale that measured online gaming 

involvement, and the associated positive and negative social consequences. For example, a 

positive outcome would be that players create an online community and a social support system. 

A negative outcome could be the possibility of developing a gaming addiction, where video 

games become a hindrance on an individual’s life. Dengah et al. (2018) later developed an online 

gaming survey that measured whether a player was classified as a “hardcore” or “casual” gamer. 

Hardcore or casual gamer refers to how seriously the player takes a game, usually calculated by 

time spent playing the video game and if they play the game at a competitive level. 

 A section of the Dengah et al. (2018) study involved two main phases: one has a survey 

that was administered to a broad online audience through gaming forums, while the other phase 

involved egocentric social network interviews. This study tested the social network theory 

hypothesis within gaming networks. Dengah et al. (2018) used a mixed-methods approach to 

apply social network theory to gaming-related offline/online networks. By applying both 

qualitative and quantitative methodologies, they were able to produce associations underlying the 

links between social support and online gaming involvement and experience. They found 

through network consensus that social norms within virtual space shape behavior and 

experiences, which then alter the social relationships within the network. Online communities 

associated with the video game can influence the player’s sense of social support and their 

overall gaming experience and involvement. This trifecta provides foundational knowledge on 
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how social interaction can be embodied and can influence the player experiences and investment 

level.  

Mendoza-Denton et al. (2017) combined psychophysiological dimensions with 

sociolinguistic methodology to understand the connection between gender, epidermal activity, 

and video games. They investigated the physiological effects of individuals who align or are 

friends with the one experiencing sexism, through a process known as the overhearer effect. 

According to the overhearer effect, sexism is not only embodied with the one that experiences 

sexism, but their friends will also experience physiological effects. Mendoza-Denton et al. 

(2017) showed how researchers can incorporate electrodermal activity (skin conductance) in 

research regarding social interactions. Skin conductance measures how much the participant’s 

hand sweats. When dealing with Human-Computer Interactions (HCI), skin conductance is 

accurate at recognizing stress and could provide researchers information on the user’s emotional 

experience (Liapis et al. 2017). Utilizing electrodermal activity data enables researchers to 

document heightened physiological arousal and, in certain cases, show underlying psychosocial 

changes not verbally expressed. In my study of League of Legends, I integrate electrodermal 

activity from my subsample to see the physiological changes within my participant over a 

gaming session.  

Summary 
 Embodiment refers to the process in which individuals internalize their experiences. 

Emotions can influence how a person embodies a social situation. Research suggests that eSports 

may be similar to physical sports in terms of teamwork, performance, physical strain, and mental 

strain. I use a cultural boundary to define my population of League of Legends players. The 

social relationships formed within the game can often influence how the player experiences the 

game. Player experiences can be affected by the social bonds and interactions online through 
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embodiment. The game’s design is often structured and attempts to shape player experiences 

deliberately. Research on League of Legends used report logs to investigate the reasoning behind 

player behavior. I argue that report logs do not provide enough contextual information behind the 

player’s behavior. Therefore, ethnographic data collection is important in understanding player 

behavior. For example, social support is a key factor in player experience. Skin conductance can 

be used to study embodiment and how online interactions can transcend to offline physiological 

effects.  
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POPULATION AND SETTING 

Setting 

I conducted research online and at participants’ place of gaming from July until 

December 2019. I conducted interviews through a voice communication application, Discord. 

Discord is a voice communication application, in which individuals click a specialized link 

that allows the individual to join a specific voice channel and verbally communicate with 

others. I collected my face-to-face interviews from August until December 2019. Since I 

wanted to gain a greater sense of how the gaming environment influenced the individuals, I 

wanted to account for the confounding factor of location. Many gamers tend to have some sort 

of gaming setup that they are familiar and comfortable with. Therefore, when measuring skin 

conductance, I traveled to the place the participant normally played the game. I conducted the 

online surveys and interviews from July until October 2019 via Qualtrics, the League of 

Legends client, and Discord. 

League of Legends Description and Terminology  

Game description and roles within the game 

For my thesis research, I chose to research League of Legends because it has maintained 

popularity for over ten years and has an established community. Riot Games created League of 

Legends, which is part of a multi-million-dollar eSports industry. League of Legends is one of 

the most popular video games in the world, with over 100 million active users around the world 

(Gilliam 2016). A player can download League of legends on a Windows or Apple computer. 
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League of Legends is free to play but has an in-game currency to buy visual upgrades 

within the game, called cosmetics.  

The game is like playing Capture the Flag, in that competing teams look to gain control 

of the rival team’s base on a virtual map. Ten players are divided into two teams of five. Since it 

takes place on a virtual platform, players take control of an avatar that represents one out of 140 

champions, each with different abilities and skills. Similar to Capture the Flag, the main goal of 

League of Legends is to destroy the enemy base while simultaneously defending their own 

(Gilliam 2016). The game is often very strategic and has different objectives around the playing 

field that can give a team an advantage. The avatars can die in the game; however, they respawn 

or are brought back to life after a set amount of time. As the game progresses, the amount of time 

needed for the avatar to respawn increases. Therefore, killing the enemy avatar makes it easier to 

destroy the opposing base. The nexus is the heart of this base. To win, a team must destroy the 

enemy Nexus, which would be synonymous with capturing the enemy flag. Similar to other 

sports, the players are divided into distinct roles and positions.  

Figure 1: Gilliam, Ryan (2016) The complete beginner’s guide to 
League of Legends 
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Although there is not a set way to play League of Legends, there is usually a general 

structure to the game. The positions include a top laner, middle laner, jungler, ADC (attack 

damage carry), and support (Figure 1). The top laner is similar to a lineman in football; their role 

is to protect their team members from enemy damage while inflicting as much damage as 

possible onto the enemies. Next, the middle laner is like a wide receiver since their primary role 

is to move around the field and help other teammates around the field. The jungler is similar to 

the quarterback since their primary role is to set the pace of the game. Similar to having a 

strategist, the jungler’s role is to facilitate tasks around the map giving their team an advantage 

and making it easier to destroy the enemy base. Finally, there is a bottom lane which has two 

positions, ADC and support. The ADC is like a running back; their main goal is to provide 

damage and capitalize on openings made by teammates. The ADC is often relatively weak at the 

beginning of the game, and it is up to their support to protect them and to set up plays that allow 

the ADC to power up and succeed. The support is similar to a tight end. The jungler may be the 

strategist, but the support role is the lifeline of the game and makes sure that the plays happen. 

Their main goal is to protect and to enable their teammates. The avatars do not start at maximum 

power, so there are two main phases of the game, a laning phase, and an objective phase. 

Fighting happens in both phases, but during the laning phase, the goal is to do better than your 

positional opponent and get stronger. The objective phase is where the various positions group 

and work as a unit to capture different objectives and destroy the enemy base.  

Common map and ranked game description 

When starting the game, players can create a unique username, also called a Summoner 

name. League of Legends has various game modes; the most commonly used map is called 

Summoner’s Rift, in which players can compete for a higher rank within the game. Within this 
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mode, players gain or lose league points (and thus go up or down in rank), fight and try to reach 

and kill the enemy nexus. After a designated amount of time, rewards are given out based on 

player rank. The ranked levels are arranged from lowest to highest: Iron, Bronze, Silver, Gold, 

Platinum, Diamond, Masters, Grandmasters, and Challenger.  

Types of communication within the game  

Within the game, players have a variety of ways to communicate with members of both 

their team and the enemy team. One way is through the in-game chat, in which the player can 

type to either team. However, in recent years, Riot has introduced a variety of other ways of 

communication, including a mastery system, in which players gain mastery level points each 

time they play an avatar. These levels range from level one to level seven. At mastery level five, 

the player gains an emote, or an image expressing emotion, which they can display in-game. 

Finally, Riot has implemented a system to quickly relay information to one’s team through Smart 

Ping, or a selection of images that indicate one of four different alerts: “I am on my way,” 

“danger,” “assist me,” and “the enemy is missing.” For example, if a player needs help, the 

player can flash the “assist me” ping to alert one’s team that they need help. Although these ways 

of communicating are not inherently toxic, players can use them in excess to annoy or make 

other teammates’ gaming experiences unpleasant.  

How players can be considered toxic through behavior within the game 

League of Legends is played in real-time, meaning that unless it is in tournament mode, 

there is no way to pause the game or come back to it later. The goal of this game is to kill the 

enemy team’s nexus (Figure 1). In this study, I use Riot’s system of defining negative or toxic 

behavior, which identifies seven options for reporting a player: unsportsmanlike conduct, verbal 

abuse, leaving the game/AFK [Away From the Keyboard], intentional feeding, hate speech, 
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cheating, or having an offensive/inappropriate summoner’s name. A few of the categories 

overlap, such as unsportsmanlike conduct, which can refer to how an individual behaves in a 

game or whether they are flaming (talking trash or using offensive language), which could also 

be considered verbal abuse.  

Within League of Legends, there are a variety of ways in which a player can be 

considered toxic, both in in-game behavior as well as in what they say. Certain negative or toxic 

behavior can give the enemy an advantage, such as someone leaving in the middle of the game 

(going AFK), which in turn makes the match four players versus five players. Intentionally 

feeding refers to a player who tries to make the game harder for their teammates by purposely 

dying to the enemy avatar, thereby “feeding” the enemy avatar. Another way in which a player 

could be considered toxic is in what they say in the in-game chat to their team or the enemy 

team. An example of being toxic in chat would be telling someone on their team to uninstall their 

game because they are doing poorly. Hate speech is calling another player an offensive name in 

chat. An interesting aspect of League of Legends is dealing with toxicity because it normally 

exists within a team versus between teams. Cheating usually refers to doing something that goes 

against Riot’s terms of service, such as downloading a program that auto-plays games for the 

player, usually to gain experience. A bot is a program that plays the game better than the player 

could naturally play. This process can be referred to as scripting, for example, using a bot, may 

allow the player to aim their skill shots better, thereby increasing the player’s overall 

performance. Finally, since players can create their username, names that other players deem 

offensive can be reported.  

League of Legends is played worldwide; however, servers are divided up into regions, 

which usually correlates with the continent the player lives on. For example, if someone played 
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in America, they would play on the North American server versus the Korean Server because of 

language, and the strength of the connection an individual has to the server, called “ping.” 

League of Legends disbanded the community-ran Tribunal System in 2014 and 

implemented an Instant Feedback System. The Instant Feedback System is a system that 

analyzes player reports and chat logs, which then triggers a punishment if warranted to the player 

in question. The Instant Feedback System changed the process by which players are punished for 

negative or toxic behavior. Negative behavior within this context would be the umbrella term for 

any behavior within the game, which is unpleasant or unsportsmanlike. Toxic behavior is a 

subsection of negative behavior that would be thought of as something more aggressive and has 

the intention of making the gaming experience unpleasant for another player.  

Commitment and Gaming Experiences 

The purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between commitment to the 

gaming experience, toxic player behavior, and gender dynamics. Players who are more 

committed to the game will play the game more often and be more invested in the game 

outcome. For example, they may be more likely to continue to play the game even when the 

game is no longer fun or productive. I investigated whether there are common underlying 

connections between players in relation to their commitment to the game and how they behave 

within the game. I hypothesized that when dealing with negative experiences, such as toxic 

behavior within video games, players who are more committed to the game would feel more 

attached to the game outcome than individuals who are less committed to the game. I also 

hypothesized that individuals who are more committed to the game would display higher 

physiological arousal during a game than less committed individuals, due to the level of 

dedication and investment to the game outcome. In this study, when observing the general 
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culture of the League of Legends community, I made some preliminary observations on whether 

the gender of the player can influence their overall experience.  

 Participants 

Riot Games has not released any official statistics on their players. Therefore, it has made 

it harder for me to set a representative initial recruitment goal for my sample. The initial goal for 

my study was to recruit 30 online participants and ten face-to-face participants. In the end, I 

recruited 42 participants, though only 34 completed all tasks (23 online, 11 in-person). I removed 

the responses of four respondents for having incomplete surveys. Two of the participants 

completed the main survey but not the pre/posttest; therefore, they are included only for 

demographic data. I also removed four responses for having incomplete pre and posttests. After 

analyzing some of the data, one participant took the survey twice, and I removed the second 

response. In the end, 37 participants completed the survey. This sample size was chosen to strike 

a balance between having enough data to ensure statistical power given inherent limitations such 

as funding, participant compliance, and time.  

My original goal was to recruit about 20 females and 20 males. However, because so few 

women play the game, I was only able to recruit 35 males and two females (Male = 1, Female = 

2, Nonconforming = 3). The age range of this group was 19-33, with a mean age of 22 years old. 

Twenty-two participants identified as Caucasian/White (59%), six as African American/Black 

(17%), six as Asian/Pacific Islander (17%), two as Hispanic/Latino (5%), and one who said he is 

“nonconforming” because his ethnicity is complex (2%). The participants all lived within North 

America (United States of America and Canada) and were fluent in English.  

Participants have been playing League of Legends for one to nine years (M =5). Out of 

20 interviews, I was able to interview two females. The participants tended to play one to 77 
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hours weekly, with 16 of the participants playing at least 20 hours a week. Eight participants 

rated League of legends as not important, eight participants rated League of Legends as 

important, and four participants rated League of Legends as very important. Those who rated the 

game as very important tended to either earn money off League of Legends and or be highly 

ranked within the game. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Recruitment  

After gaining IRB approval to recruit both online and face-to-face participants, I began 

online recruitment through various online League of Legends communities. I specifically 

targeted known streamer Discord channels that had a connection to League of Legends. Many 

streams have a Discord in which viewers can talk to both the streamer and to other viewers. I 

also posted a message on the League of Legends Game Forum asking for participants. I recruited 

face-to-face participants through a League of Legends organization in the southeast United 

States. I did not monetarily compensate participants for their time.  

Research Design 

For the online portion of my research project, I measured commitment and gamer 

experiences within League of Legends using an online survey delivered via Qualtrics 

software. I conducted interviews and surveys with face-to-face and online participants to see 

how the gamer experience extends outside the game. For the face-to-face population, I also 

collected epidermal data to measure how the gaming experience can influence skin 

conductance.  

In this study, I used the Online Gaming Survey developed by Dengah et al. (2018) and 

the Feeling Scale developed by Hardy and Rejeski (1989) to quantitatively measure a variety 

of factors concerning the player’s gaming habits, the general attitude towards the game, and 

how they felt before and after the game. To investigate the connection between player 
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commitment and gaming experience, I administered the Online Gaming Survey 

digitally to all participants.  

 The survey questions measure the overall connection between commitment and its 

benefits, consequences, social support, overall gaming experience, and rank. After I 

administered the Online Gaming Survey and the Feeling Scale, participants played a game of 

League of Legends. To gain access to how the player felt after a gaming session, I re-

administered the Feeling Scale to see if there were any differences in their mood before and 

after playing a match of League of Legends.  

To gain more contextual information surrounding player commitment and gaming 

experience, I observed gameplay. I then conducted a semi-structured interview probing 

commitment and game behavior among all in-person participants and ten randomly picked 

online participants. Online interviews were conducted over Discord after participants finished 

playing a game of League of Legends and then completed a follow-up survey.  

To examine the physiological effects the game could have on the player, I collected 

physiological data from the 11 in-person participants using eSense Skin Response monitors. 

The monitors only showed spikes in the skin conductance, which is why I included the Feeling 

Scale and interviews to gain a better sense of whether the arousal was positive or negative. 

Before the game, I placed the sensors on the right ring finger and pinkie with the wires 

extended back towards the body. The ring finger and pinkie were the least intrusive fingers 

since they are not typically used when playing League of Legends. The sensors were on the 

participants the entire length of the game, which ranged from 15 minutes to over an hour. They 

took the Feeling Scale before and after the game.  
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During this time, I acted as a participant-observer to gain a better sense of the League 

of Legends community. Therefore, while playing League of Legends, I took notes on what I 

saw in-game and in chat. For example, I took notes of the overall gameplay and described how 

it felt to play the game. I took notes on how players interacted with each other and specifically 

paid attention to the events leading up to toxic behavior. Participant observation provides both 

an insider’s view as well as an outsider’s view of this community. Since I have played this 

game before I proposed this study, I had a deep knowledge and an insider’s perspective of the 

game. However, since I approached gameplay from a researcher’s perspective, I used a variety 

of methods to analyze the data. Data gathered here helped me take into consideration 

contextual factors influencing responses to the interview and survey questions. During my data 

collection period, I played League of Legends games further to develop the gamer’s 

perspective of the game as well as experience the diverse types of possible social interactions 

within the game. Being part of the community has helped me gain rapport with other members. 

Since I had first-hand knowledge of the game, participants were able to go more in-depth with 

their narratives without needing to clarify terminology or contextualizing parts of the game.  

 Early in my participant recruitment, I noticed that it was difficult to find and recruit 

female players unless there was a specific event that targeted females, like the all-female League 

of Legends Galentine's tournament I joined in February 2020. In the tournament, players were 

randomly matched with four other female-identifying players. This type of competition would be 

like joining an intramural sports team; it is competitive, but it is not at a professional level. The 

tournament was divided into divisions; there was a high level of skill division and a low-level of 

skill division. The tournament had a bracket system and was divided into three stages: group 

phase, semi-finals, and finals. During the group stage of the tournament, the teams were divided 
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among distinct groups. Each win gave the team a point, and whichever team accumulated the 

most points at the end moved on to the semi-finals and so on. The final prize included 

customized gaming gear, such as a new keyboard or headset.  

Measurements  

I used the Feeling Scale (Hardy and Rejeski, 1989) to measure emotions, the Online 

Gaming Survey (Dengah et al., 2018) to measure commitment level, and overall experience. 

Finally, I used the eSense monitor to track skin conductance over the length of the match.  

Overall Feeling 

To measure overall feeling, I administered the Hardy and Rejeski (1989) Feeling Scale. 

The Feeling Scale is a single-item query on an 11-point Likert Scale that measures how the 

individual feels (e.g., “How do you feel?”) and ranges from +5 (very good) to -5 (very bad). 

The participants took the overall feeling scale before and after playing a game. To determine 

the effect of the game, I subtracted the post-game score from the pre-game score to see if there 

was a change in feeling.  

Commitment Level and Overall Gaming Experience 

I measured the valence of commitment level and overall gaming experience with the 

84-question Online Gaming Survey developed by Dengah et al. (2018) (Appendix A). The 

Online Gaming Survey is divided into sections to measure these variables separately as sums 

of multiple items or as factors comprising multiple questionnaire sections. I used a segment 

of the Online Gaming Survey to analyze commitment level (e.g., “I feel that gaming is a way 

of life and not just recreation”). I then conducted a factor analysis on the Online Gaming 

Survey. The survey was sorted into three different factors and went through a varimax 

rotation. The first factor analyzed how committed the player was to the game and community 
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(e.g., “How often do you feel the need to spend an increasing amount of time engaged in 

gaming in order to achieve satisfaction or pleasure?”). The second factor analyzed the 

positive and negative consequences of playing video games (e.g., How often have you 

jeopardized or lost an important relationship, job, or an educational or career opportunity 

because of your gaming activity?). The third factor encompassed questions revolving around 

socialization online and offline (e.g., “How often do you feel left out of ‘online’ events and 

activities?”). To find out the overall experience, I reverse scored the negative attributes and 

summed the survey. The higher the number, the more positive the experience, while the 

more negative the number, the more negative the experience. The Online Gaming Survey 

had a Cronbach’s alpha of .882 in the current study, which indicates high reliability.  

Electrodermal Data 

I collected electrodermal data to measure emotional arousal during gaming using 

eSense monitors to detect real-time skin conductance while participants are playing a game of 

League of Legends. The monitor collects μSiemens (μS) measures per minute, which I 

average across the session. The eSense monitors are consumer-grade electrodes (Mindfield 

Biosystems) that measure skin conductance via a tablet or smartphone. In plain terms, the 

device measures the impedance of an electrical signal on the surface of the skin. Impedance is 

lowered, and signal speed increases during stress response or physiological arousal because of 

the conductivity of sweat. The eSense monitor collected the epidermal data to show changes 

in skin conductance throughout the game. Understanding the changes in the player’s skin 

conductance allowed me to gain insight into their emotional responses in the game (Liapis et 

al., 2017).
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DATA ANALYSIS 

To test my first hypothesis on the relationship between the player’s commitment level 

and player experience, I conducted a bivariate correlation of commitment level on the overall 

experience and overall feeling scores. Before running my linear regression, I took the z-scores of 

my variables. To normalize the biomarker data, I took the z-score of the skin conductance data. I 

tested my second hypothesis on the relationship between emotional arousal and self-reported 

overall experience by including the electrodermal means in the linear regression model for the 

face-to-face sample of participants. I also included gender as a priori variable in the linear 

regression model. I used the Feeling Scale to assert the overall gaming experience by analyzing 

how the participant felt at the end of the game. Those who are more invested in the game should 

have an increased frequency (spikes) in skin conductance within the game.  

The Interview Schedule 

 I interviewed 20 participants, ten from the in-person group, and ten from the online 

group. Each interview lasted between 15 minutes and one hour, with duration primarily 

depending on the extent to which the participants were interested in talking about their 

experiences within League of legends. I started the interview by asking the participant about 

their League of Legends history. Then I moved onto asking the participants about their weekly 

habits concerning League of Legends. Finally, I asked the participants to describe their 

experiences within the game. To protect my participant’s identity, I use pseudonyms when 

referring to them in later sections.  
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I performed qualitative analysis on the data taken from the semi-structured interviews 

(Appendix A), examining connections between player commitment and player experience. I 

analyzed responses regarding how the player was introduced to the game and why the player 

continues to play the game. When analyzing toxicity within the game, I examined how players 

take part in toxic behavior and how players respond to toxic behavior in the game. I manually 

coded the answers to the interview questions to see if there were any common themes within the 

participant's answers. I used the data collected from participant observation to help contextualize 

themes found in the interviews as well as supply a more in-depth perspective of the game. After 

my initial interviews were over, I was able to join a public all-female tournament and join their 

Discord, where I engaged in participant observation to further observe how gender influenced the 

overall gaming experience.  
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RESULTS 

Introduction 

This section uses the data I collected from the tournament and the ethnographic semi-

structured interviews. Out of 20 interviews for my thesis, I interviewed two females. Within the 

community, one of the only ways for females to connect with each other is in tournaments or 

events that specifically target female players. Males outnumber the female players within League 

of Legends and tend to push females towards playing the support position. The gender roles 

shown within the game reflect societal values through how the females are treated within the 

game. This section of the chapter explores my two main hypotheses and how the gender of the 

player can influence the results.   

Gender and Experience 
 Results of the bivariate correlation showed that there was not a significant positive 

correlation between gender and overall experience (r (36) = 0.05, p = .76) (Table 1). To further 

explore demographic factors, I investigated if there was a correlation between age and overall 

experience. Results of the bivariate correlation indicated that there was not a significant negative 

correlation between age and overall experience (r (36) = -0.25, p = 0.13).  

Gender Dynamics and Playstyle  
The Galentine’s tournament highlighted how the individual’s playstyle could be 

gendered. The tournament Discord had a list of how many members played each position. The 

second most popular position in the tournament was the middle lane. The middle laner is 

typically a damage dealer. The middle lane is often a bloody lane where fighting occurs often. 

The middle lane is special in that the jungler often comes to the lane at opportune times to aid the 
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middle laner in killing the enemy middle laner. So, although the middle lane is a solo 

lane, there is often interference from other roles. There is a term within the gaming community 

called “white knighting”; this occurs when a female playing in a solo lane has the jungler, who is 

often male, continuously assist the laner throughout the laning phase to get them ahead. For 

example, when I play the middle lane, I tend to play avatars that have utility abilities. My main 

goal is not to die a lot and to set up kills for my jungler.  So, although I am playing an offense 

position, I am using my champion in a supportive way. In contrast, Ryan, who has been playing 

League of Legends for three years, plays champions that rely on assistance from the jungler. So, 

in this interaction, Ryan is given a boost in power to dominate his lane while I enable the jungler 

to dominate other lanes around the map.  

Within League of Legends, females tend to be pushed towards the support position. 

Throughout the years, I have played every position but the jungler position, but I have felt the 

most comfortable with playing the support role. This stems back to my first experiences within 

League of Legends. As I continued to play with my friends, I was pressured into playing the 

support position before I learned about the other positions and the associated roles. These earlier 

experiences allowed me to learn the foundational knowledge of the game and is one of the main 

reasons I gravitate towards the support role. This is my main experience of how I became a 

support main; however, it is reflective of how many females end up becoming a support main. 

For example, Amber describes experiences in other games that led her to play League of 

Legends:  

 “I used to play a lot of CSGO, and I got very frustrated with it because I was 

experiencing … a very sexist environment that made it kind of frustrating to play… I had 
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an online friend that I used to play CSGO with that briefly at some point mentioned 

league to me … and I downloaded it from there…”  

She does not go in-depth into how she became a support main; however, her most played role 

from her match history is support. She mainly only plays the avatar Sona; whose main job is to 

keep her allies alive by giving them enhancements. I further explore how gender dynamics affect 

player experience throughout my hypotheses.  

Hypothesis One 

Out of the two females I recruited, Amber tended to be more invested in the game and 

went deeper in detail about her experiences than April. Therefore, the narratives involving the 

female experience within the game are dominated by Amber. First, I hypothesized that when 

dealing with negative experiences, such as toxic behavior within video games, players who are 

more committed to the game would feel more attached to the game outcome than individuals 

who are less committed to the game.  

Commitment and Experience 

To understand commitment to the game, I investigated how players viewed rank. In my 

interview with Amber, I asked her about her positive, memorable experiences in the game. Her 

proudest memory in League of Legends was obtaining the rank of Platinum, which translates to 

being in the top 8% of the North American players.  

Amber: “…I found someone to play with and we were just grinding great he played 

Varus and I played Sona, we worked really well[…]I went from basically […]silver two 

to Platinum and it was like the most exhilarating time of my life…"   

Amber’s primary position is support, and, in this quote, she describes finding a good 

partner to play with so that they could rise in rank. Her partner is playing ADC; therefore, their 
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ability to work together is crucial for them to beat the enemy players. In this case, Amber’s 

proudest moment in the game is tied to her ability to work together with her partner. Amber 

plays the game for fun, which may alter how she views individual versus collective achievement.  

In contrast, Travis uses competitive language and focuses on domination, and 

competition may translate to a male being more comfortable taking a carry or dominant role 

within the game. Travis is a grandmaster ranked player or top 0.038%. His primary position is 

the top lane. He plays for his university’s League of Legends varsity team and gets a 5,000-dollar 

scholarship. When playing ranked games, he mentions the importance of personal progress. 

1. Me: "Do you think you are currently the rank you deserve?"  

2. Travis: "I do not duo queue … [it] means that you did not get there on your 

own".  

In this case, League of Legends is about personal progress and competing on his own in the 

game.  By saying that he does not play duo queue, he is saying that when playing ranked games, 

he does not go into the match with someone he knows. Travis has a strong financial and 

professional investment in the game in which the game extends past a recreational state. 

Within my quantitative data, out of a possible total score of 370, the overall experience 

had an average score of 302 (SD = 28.43). The higher the score, the more positive the 

experience. Within the survey, out of a possible 75 points, the commitment level had an average 

score of 58 (SD = 10.31). The higher the score, the more committed the player is. I ran a 

bivariate correlation of commitment level and overall experience, which indicated that there was 

a significant positive association between commitment level and overall experience (r (36) = 

0.60, p < 0.01) (Table 1). As commitment level increases, the overall experience also increases, 

which suggests that generally, there is a positive and committed stance on player experience. The 
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commitment score accounted for about 60% of the variance of the overall experience. Within my 

interview data, this relationship is a bit more nuanced, and the players had a bit more variation 

on whether playing League of Legends was pleasant. Six participants said that they generally had 

pleasant experiences within League of Legends. Seven stated that they generally had pleasant 

experiences if they were playing non-ranked games with friends, six of which specifically saying 

their experience was generally unpleasant without friends. Four participants said that it depended 

on the day and whether they were winning or losing. Finally, two participants said that their 

experiences were generally toxic or unpleasant. The difference in answers in the interviews 

suggests that factors such as the level of competitiveness and the sociability of the game may 

matter more than was reflected in the quantitative analysis.  

 Emotions can guide how individuals experience a situation through what they pay 

attention to and how they encode the event in their memory (Worthman, 1999). The emotions 

behind how a player experiences a match may influence how they perceive the match, and that, 

in turn, can affect their self-worth and the emotional state associated with the game. Experiences 

and emotions within the game can often influence the player’s actions. Ten out of my 20 

participants had been punished for toxic or negative behavior within the game. When explaining 

the events leading up to the players being punished, they often depict themselves as reacting to 

other teammates who were making the game unenjoyable. Those who had been punished often 

gave explanations or excuses for the behavior that got them punished. For example, Amber 

describes the situation where she got a chat restriction because of a message she sent to another 

player. She describes a game where another player was not doing well and how she was getting 

frustrated by a teammate.  
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Amber: “So I was playing Lux that was ten and two having a great game. And there’s an 

Aatrox on my team … And he was five and 17 …  and he goes, Lux all you have to do is 

walk forward and Q and we win this game. And I said, well obviously that hasn’t been 

working for you, you know, because obviously was freaking five and 17. And then he 

goes I’ll have you know, I’m a teacher in real life … And then I said if I was one of your 

students in real life, I’d kill myself and that was it and I got chat restricted for that… I 

didn’t say anything offensive to his I said I would if I was one of his students.” 

Although Amber got chat restricted, she believes what she said did not warrant the punishment. 

She also justifies her behavior by explaining what the other person did to warrant her response. 

In many of the other interviews, those who had been punished often pushed the blame to another 

person. They see their actions as justifiable because it is a response to another player who is 

being toxic or showing negative behavior.  

League of Legends requires a substantial amount of time and, therefore, can affect how 

invested the player is in the outcome of the match. League of Legends matches last between 15 

minutes to over an hour long. Therefore, the game requires a substantial time investment if a 

player wants to play multiple games. This investment may alter how people behave within the 

game because if the player loses, they just wasted 40 minutes of their life on a bad game. For 

example, Amber explains how she feels when she goes on a losing spree when playing ranked.  

Amber: “I’m literally wasting my time … I have those nights I sit there and I go, I could 

have gone to bed seven hours earlier, and I’d be at 80 more LP than I would be right 

now.”  

Amber describes how sometimes when she goes on a losing streak, she feels like she is wasting 

hours of her time. Each time she loses a ranked game, she loses points and has the possibility of 
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obtaining a lower rank. The amount of time Amber invests in playing rank indicates a level of 

involvement within the game. Players are often invested in their rank and often get immersed 

within the game trying to rank up, thereby increasing their time investment into the game.  

There are ways in League of Legends to try to untilt or limit your exposure to the 

negative activity. For example, many participants mentioned that they automatically mute all 

when they go into a ranked game. For example, Max mentioned that when he went into a game, 

he would automatically mute all and use the ping system to communicate with his teammates. 

James mentioned that he only types positive messages in the chat. For example, he was playing a 

game, and the top laner was not doing well, so the top laner and jungler were arguing in chat. His 

solution was to type in chat hey guys let’s just mute and play the game through. They ended up 

winning the game, and the top laner thanked him for reminding him that he could just mute the 

jungler and focus on his lane. Others, such as Leo mentioned that they mentally draw a line 

between the game and real-life and simply do not put any meaning to what others say to them in-

game. They emphasized that they play this game for fun and do not let others ruin the experience 

for them.  

Commitment and Feeling Score 

Results of the bivariate correlation indicated that there was not a significant association 

between commitment level and overall feeling score (r (36) = -0.80, p = 0.651) (Table 1). Since 

there was not a strong association between commitment level and the overall feeling score, I 

investigated the factors that may have influenced the overall feeling score. Results of the Pearson 

correlation indicated that there was a significant positive association between the result of the 

game (whether they won or lost the game) and overall feeling score, (r (34) = 0.658, p < 0.01) 

(Table 1). The result of the game mattered more than the player’s commitment to the game.  
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My hypothesis suggested that how committed a player was to the game, the greater the 

change in feeling. However, commitment seemed not to influence the player as much as the 

game result, win or lose. This importance of winning is reflected in how the participants talked 

about their rank within the game as well as their experiences dealing with toxic or negative 

behavior. This section of the chapter will reflect on the participant’s behavior within the game 

and how they react within the competitive nature of the game.  

Farnell and Graham (2015) describe their process of discourse analysis. They focus on 

how experience can be embodied through interaction. Therefore, it is possible that the 

embodiment felt in-game can be connected to the player’s body language and movement. So 

how the player experiences the game can influence their mood and actions outside of the game. 

For example, through experiences with friends, I have seen how built-up frustration can lead to 

physical violence, such as the destruction of keyboards, mice, or controllers. My experiences 

within the game have also shaped how I perceive and react to criticism and negativity. Before 

playing League of Legends, I tended to be sensitive and take every criticism to heart. The 

increased exposure to toxic language has better allowed me to handle the competitive and 

stressful situations. This adaptation to the environment transcends the online environment and 

makes me better able to manage negative behavior offline.
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Hypothesis Two 

I hypothesized that individuals who are more committed to the game would display 

higher physiological arousal (measured via skin conductance) during a game than less committed 

individuals, due to the level of dedication and investment to the game outcome. To analyze the 

connection between gender and player experience, I included gender as a priori variable in a 

linear regression model; I was able to get physiological data from the two female participants.  

To determine the relationship between emotional arousal and self-reported overall 

experience, I conducted hierarchical linear regression on mean skin conductance among face-to-

face subsample of participants (N=11). I used the Feeling Scale to measure the overall gaming 

experience by analyzing how the participant felt at the end of the game. Those who are more 

invested in the game should have more emotional outbursts/skin conductance within the game. I 

divided the skin conductance by the session time and standardized all regression variables using 

Z-score. I entered age in the first block one of the model (Table3) and found that age resulted in 

a significant model that explains a high degree of variation in skin conductance, (F9,15 = .73, p = 

.01, adjusted r2 = .48). I entered gender in the second block and found that age and gender did 

not result in a significant model that explains skin conductance, (F9,15 = .77, p = .30, adjusted r2 = 

.49). I entered mean game experience in the third block and found that age, gender, and overall 

experience resulted in a significant model that explains a high degree of variation in skin 

conductance, (F9,15 = .93, p = .01, adjusted r2= .48). Because of my observations that female 

players fall into socialized in-game gendered support roles, I tested for an interaction effect of 

gender and overall experience by creating a cross-product interaction term. I entered this gender-

by-overall experience variable in block four. Finally, in stage four, age, gender, overall 

experience, and the interaction effect of gender and overall experience did not result in a 
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significant model that explains variation in skin conductance (F9,15 = .95, p = .17, adjusted r2 = 

.84). Gender, age, and overall experience account for 84% of the variance in skin conductance. 

Furthermore, overall experience was a significant predictor in the model (ß = -.67, p = .006) 

(Table 2). Although commitment level and overall experience were not necessarily correlated, 

the skin conductance seems to be related to how the players were feeling within the game. These 

results strengthen the connection between how the player experiences the game and the 

associated physiological effects. 

Table 2: Hierarchical linear regression on skin conductance  

 ß p 
Adjusted 

r2 
Block 1 (Constant)   0.07 0.48 
  Age 0.73 0.01  
Block 2 (Constant)   0.05 0.49 
  Age 0.72 0.01  
  Gender -0.25 0.30  
Block 3 (Constant)   0.12 0.81 
  Age 0.31 0.12  
  Gender -0.21 0.16  
  Overall Experience -0.67 0.01 

 
Block 4 (Constant)   0.09 0.84 
  Age 0.34 0.08  
  Gender -0.26 0.09  
  Overall Experience -0.67 0.01 

 
  Gender by 

Experience 
0.20 0.17 

 
 

Biological Data Observations 

I analyzed how the game influenced a player’s electrodermal response. Overall 

experience, gender, and age accounted for 81% of the variance in skin conductance. Those with a 

higher score in the overall experience tended to show lower levels of skin conductance. The 

negative correlation deviates from my hypothesis and suggests that as a player develops a deeper 
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connection to the game, what happens in the game influences the biological processes less. A 

explanation might be that as the player plays the game more, the player gets desensitized to what 

happens in the game over time and does not have as many severe reactions physiologically. 

The connection between skin conductance and player experience can be seen directly in 

two of my interviews. They indicated which periods within the game make them more nervous, 

which directly correlated with their skin conductance. The electrodermal conduction on the 

graph spiked when players reported that they were nervous.  

For example, in Amber’s experience, she mentions how stressed she gets within team 

fights. Her electrodermal overview has major spikes in conductivity when she is in some form of 

a fight in the game. Amber is a support main and mainly plays long-range supports who cast 

abilities. Her key role is to support the other person in her lane, the ADC. How well she performs 

and synergizes with the ADC will often influence how the laning phase and game will go. The 

graph indicates that she is often stressed throughout the game and experiences a lot of stress at 

the end of the game (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 3: Amber’s skin conductance over a game 

Another example is Blade’s experience; he mentions in the interview that he is typically 

more nervous at the beginning of the game because he says that often determines how top lane 

will go. He explains how he is a top lane main and that his main worry is seeing how his 

opponent will play and how the laning phase will go (Figure 3).  
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Figure 4: Blade’s skin conductance over a game 

General Discussion 

First, I hypothesized that when dealing with negative experiences, such as toxic behavior 

within video games, players who are more committed to the game would feel more attached to 

the game outcome than individuals who are less committed to the game. The results suggest that 

there is a significant positive association between commitment level and overall experience. 

However, there was not a strong association between commitment level and overall feeling. 

Qualitative data suggested that the commitment level was not the primary factor in overall

feeling but rather the game result. Gender playstyle, sociability, toxic experiences within the 

game, and ways of coping with the gaming environment all played a role in the overall 

experience the players had within the game. My qualitative data concerning how females operate 

within a competitive environment, challenges Swann’s (2003) assertion that female players are 

more cooperative, and male players are more competitive. League of Legends is a competitive 

game by nature, and the differences in the roles females and males choose may stem more from 

the gender roles imposed on the new players; females are channeled toward support roles, 

reinforcing the perception that females are more cooperative within the game. Like teamwork 

within sports, within League of Legends, team productivity stems from positive social 

relationships and task cohesion among players (Filho, Tenenbaum, & Yang, 2015). Task 
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cohesion is how well players work together to accomplish a task, which adds complexity to the 

concept that a supportive role is not competitive. Teams that can cooperate often work together 

better to secure the game objective and win games (Filho, Tenenbaum, & Yang, 2015).  

My qualitative findings expand on Snodgrass and colleagues’ (2011) notion that social 

interactions within a game can result in online communities, which in turn can influence how the 

player experiences the game. Players formed online relationships within the game, establishing a 

community of friends. The qualitative data suggest that playing with friends often influences the 

type of experience the player was having. Ten out of my 20 participants have been reported for 

toxic behavior. The study by Kwak et al. (2018) used chat logs and reports when analyzing toxic 

behavior within League of Legends. In contrast, through ethnographic data, I was able to see the 

situation from the player’s point of view to gain insight into the logic behind the player’s 

behavior. Often, the chat logs only display the text said in chat, however, the emotions of the 

players and the actions within the match can influence the player’s behavior. Toxic or negative 

behavior is often part of the player’s overall experience. However, from what I have noticed 

through participant observation, players will often play matches with friends to lessen the effects 

of having toxic teammates. I have also noticed that friends will often use humor to lighten the 

mood. Although there were several toxic or negative experiences expressed within the interview 

data, the overall experience players reported via surveys tended to be positive. The tendency for 

the overall experience to be positive suggests that other factors, such as social support, game 

result, and perceived roles within the game, influenced the overall experience. 

I also hypothesized that individuals who are more committed to the game would display 

higher physiological arousal (measured via skin conductance) during a game than less committed 

individuals, due to the level of dedication and investment to the game outcome. Overall 
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experience, gender, and age accounted for 81% of the variance in skin conductance. When 

involving the commitment level to the linear regression, none of the predictors were significant. 

The qualitative data concerning when players were most anxious, combined with the linear 

regression, suggested that the skin conductance was reflexive of the type of player. How players 

embodied the competitive environment was reflective in their eSense data; this aligns with 

Bogdanova’s (2015) theory on how embodiment connects to playing sports. Worthman (1999) 

discusses how embodiment can have a dual relationship, which is reflective in video game 

research where the game can influence how the player feels and experiences the game and how 

the player emotional state can influence performance. Worthman’s (1999) concept of 

determinacy helps explain how the game introduction and gendered social expectations can 

influence the development of the player’s playstyle overall experience. Worthman (1999) also 

investigated how local biology or the background of an individual can influence how they 

embody a situation. League of Legends is a melting pot of diverse cultures, which influence how 

players perceive and react to what is happening within the game. The variation in local biology 

could account for why the participants had different ideas about what constitutes toxic or 

negative behavior within the game.  

Worthman’s (1999) study theorizes the connection between emotions, embodiment, and 

memory. How an individual perceives their situation can influence how they embody, encode, 

and recall the event. For example, the emotions linked to the game punishment influenced how 

players retold their stories. Although in-game conversations were not recorded, there was a 

relationship between what happened in the game and the electrodermal responses, which support 

Ochs’s (2012) claim that social interaction can be embodied and influence experience. Notably, 

Mendoza-Denton and colleagues’ (2017) work focused on the role of sexism and electrodermal 
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responses, and these results show that playstyle expectations and anxiety may influence the 

electrodermal response over a game. By utilizing a mixed-methods approach, I was able to 

investigate both physical and psychological impacts League of Legends had on its players.  
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION 

The greatest limitation of the current research was the ability to mark specific events 

when monitoring the electrodermal conductance. Due to the limitation of the eSense App, I was 

only able to use the average skin conductance because there no way to mark when certain events 

were happening in-game. Additionally, since the surveys were anonymous and online, it was not 

possible to follow up with participants who did not fill out the survey.  

Future studies may want to recruit more female players so that more gender parallels can 

be observed. It would be interesting if a future study investigated all-female identifying players 

and see how the competition is displayed and used in the League of Legends matches. Since 

League of Legends is a global sport, it would be interesting to see if there are regional 

differences and if the definition of toxicity changes depending on the local culture.  

 Future scholarship should be able to mark and control for in-game interactions when 

observing the electrodermal conductance. For example, it might be interesting to look at how 

white knighting and gendered actions within the game affect the various players’ skin 

conductance. Another aspect that would be interesting to study how anxiety can influence skin 

conductance.  
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CONCLUSION 

The current findings have important implications for expanding the current video game 

anthropological literature. Specifically, it is worth considering how online gaming can affect an 

individual physically and mentally. This study extends anthropological literature by providing a 

model for investigating both the physical and psychological effects stemming from League of 

Legends gameplay. This study highlights the possible benefits of mixing ethnographic data, 

survey data, and biomarkers. My study highlights the complexities of online interactions and 

suggests that researchers should implement methodologies from multiple scholarly domains. 

This study found a positive association between commitment to the game and overall experience 

score. Those who are more committed to the game tend to have a more positive outlook on the 

game. There was not a significant association between commitment level and overall feeling, but 

rather there was a significant association between game result and overall feeling. The result of 

the game influences how the player feels more than how committed they are to the game.  

My first hypothesis suggested that how committed a player was to the game, the greater 

the change in feeling. However, commitment seemed not to influence the player as much as the 

game result, win or lost. Gender playstyle, sociability, toxic experiences within the game, and 

ways of coping with the gaming environment all played a role in the overall experience the 

players had within the game. While I was only able to recruit two females for the study, there 

was a slight association between females and males and their overall experience. Gender tended 

to influence the player’s playstyle and experience within the game. Interview and observational 

data suggested that females tend to interact in a cooperative and supportive manner. However, 
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the connection between being female and being in a supportive position is not 

causational, but rather, other factors such as game introduction and gendered social expectations 

may have influenced how females interacted within the game. Since League of Legends is a 

competitive game, it adds complexity in what actions are considered cooperative versus 

competitive within the game. If the main goal is to win the game, most language and actions 

used within the game could be considered competitive and strategic.  

To answer my second hypothesis, I also analyzed how the game influenced a player’s 

electrodermal response. Overall experience, gender, and age accounted for 81% of the variance 

in skin conductance. Those with a higher score in the overall experience tended to show lower 

levels of skin conductance. The negative correlation deviates from my hypothesis. It suggests 

that as a player develops a deeper connection to the game, what happens in the game influences 

their biological processes less. An explanation could be due to familiarity; as the player plays the 

game more, the body does not have as many severe reactions to what happens in the game. The 

player gets desensitized to what happens in the game over time.  

In my study, I implemented different methodologies from various disciplines to gain a 

more holistic overview of how League of Legends gameplay affects its players. I was only able 

to make preliminary observations about how female players navigate and function within the 

competitive male-dominated game. Future studies should attempt to have an all-female sample, 

to see if there is more variation in playstyle than is seen with my limited female sample size. My 

sample was based out of the North American League of Legends server. Since League of 

Legends is a global game, it would be interesting to investigate regional differences.  
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APPENDIXES 
 
Appendix A 
Online Gaming Survey (Dengah et al. 2018) 
1. Online Gaming Involvement Questions 

Use the following scale to indicate how much you agree that each of these items applies to your 
play over the past year (i.e., last 12 months). 

("Strongly Disagree"), 2 ("Disagree"), 3 ("Neutral"), 4 ("Agree), and 5 ("Strongly Agree").  

1. I spend a great deal of time and energy playing and thinking about online games. 
2. I feel that gaming is a way of life and not just recreation.  
3. I game in ways that can feel like work. 
4. I regularly continue playing even when tired. 
5. I think about online gaming, even when involved in offline activities.  
6. I like online gaming as much as offline activities. 
7. I get so immersed in the game that I don't notice things happening around me in the 

offline world. 
8. I get so involved in my play that I lose track of time. 
9. I find that gaming can help me forget about offline concerns. 
10. I feel committed to improving my play, striving to be the best player I can be. 
11. I seek to improve my game even when not actually playing, for instance, by visiting 

online forums and learning from other players. 
12. I care as much about my success in online gaming as I do about succeeding in other areas 

of my life. 
13. I feel like a member of a team or community through my online play. 
14. I feel committed to helping online gaming friends have fun and meet their goals.  
15. I find it easier to connect with gamers compared to non-gamers. 

Comments 1 (optional) 

Please provide any comments you might have on this first group of questions related to your 
involvement with online videogames. 

2. Potential Benefits of Intensive Online Gaming 

Use the following scale to indicate how much you agree that each of these items applies to your 
play over the past year (i.e., last 12 months). 

("Strongly Disagree"), 2 ("Disagree"), 3 ("Neutral"), 4 ("Agree), and 5 ("Strongly Agree").  

16. I look forward to when I'll play next with anticipation and enthusiasm
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17. I find that online gaming helps me relieve frustrations and improve my mood. 1 
18. I feel that gaming can give me focus and even purpose in life. 
19. I experience positive rushes of adrenaline and energy when I play, especially when 

defeating tough enemies and opponents. 
20. I find it satisfying and even exhilarating to push my body by gaming long hours.  
21. I feel calm, relaxed, and in control at certain points in the game. 
22. I find that online games provide my life important regularity and structure.  
23. I enjoy having my skills pushed to the limits. 
24. I find it satisfying to repeat challenging gaming actions over and over again until they are 

nearly perfect and automatic. 
25. I enjoy gaming for fun over other hobbies and habits. 
26. I find that gaming takes my mind off of problems I'm facing in my life. 
27. I put effort into improving my game in order to grow and evolve as a player.  
28. I experience an easy and sometimes instant connection with other gamers. 
29. I find that connecting to diverse people via the Internet expands my social circle and 

perspective on life. 
30. I enjoy the sense of belonging that comes with being a part of a community of gamers. 
31. I worry less about how my actions and words might be perceived by others because 

online gaming and the Internet provide greater opportunities for anonymity. 
32. I find that playing online games with offline friends and family strengthens those 

relationships. 
33. I form strong bonds with other online gamers, feeling that I can rely on them and are 

willing to offer them help. 
34. I feel satisfaction in sticking with a gaming goal until it is completed, even though this 

might entail a lot of hard work. 
35. I find that overcoming difficult gaming challenges helps build my confidence to deal with 

life's problems. 
36. I develop important skills through gaming that helps me advance in both careers and life. 

Comments 2 (optional) 

Please provide any comments you might have on this second group of questions related to any 
positive benefits you experience from playing online videogames. 

  

3. Potential Negative Consequences of Intensive Online Gaming 

Use the following scale to indicate how much you agree that each of these items applies to your 
play over the past year (i.e., last 12 months). 

("Strongly Disagree"), 2 ("Disagree"), 3 ("Neutral"), 4 ("Agree), and 5 ("Strongly Agree").  

37. I find it difficult to concentrate on other activities because I am thinking about gaming.  
38. I feel frustrated and disappointed and get in a bad mood when I don't play well. 
39. I feel that gaming isn't the best use of my time and often wish that I could have done 

something more productive or useful. 
40. I feel mentally and even physically drained after long and intense gaming sessions.  
41. I push my body too far, not eating or sleeping right, when I am gaming. 
42. I get fidgety and irritable when I can’t get online to play.  
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43. I get obsessed in a bad way about a game, even feeling like the game is taking over my 
life.  

44. I find it difficult to control or limit my online play, gaming too much, and at 
inappropriate times. 

45. I often reach a point where gaming can be more of a boring routine than actual fun.  
46. I find that gaming a lot makes it more difficult to enjoy other activities in my life.  
47. I use gaming to avoid challenges in my life rather than deal with them directly. 
48. I have to play more and more to get similar feelings of enjoyment and satisfaction.  
49. I game so much that I find myself isolated and lonely. 
50. I get too caught up in other gamers' opinions, perspectives, and demands. 
51. keep gaming even when I think other gamers are producing a “toxic” rather than a 

supportive community. 
52. I get annoyed and angry when anonymous players don't take responsibility for their 

words and actions. 
53. I find that playing online games leads to conflicts with my friends and family.  
54. I feel that I have to play for my online friends even when I don't want to. 
55. I experience online gaming more like a draining job than something I love. 
56. I get upset and even feel bad about myself and my abilities when I lose or don’t play 

well.  

57A. I think I could be more successful in life if I didn't spend so much time and energy 
gaming. 

Comments 3 (optional) 

Please provide any comments you might have on this third group of questions related to any 
negative consequences you experience from playing online videogames. 

  

4. Other Potential Negative Online Gaming Experiences 

These questions will ask you about your gaming activity during the past year (i.e., last 12 
months). 

Use the following scale to indicate how often (if ever) you have experienced each of the 
following: 

(‘‘Never’’), 2 (‘‘Rarely’’), 3 (‘‘Sometimes’’), 4 (‘‘Often’’), and 5 (‘‘Very Often’’). 

57B. Do you feel preoccupied with your gaming behavior? (Some examples: Do you think 
about previous gaming activity or anticipate the next gaming session?  

57. Do you think gaming has become the dominant activity in your daily life?) 
58. Do you feel more irritability, anxiety or even sadness when you try to either reduce or 

stop your gaming activity? 
59. Do you feel the need to spend an increasing amount of time engaged gaming in order to 

achieve satisfaction or pleasure? 
60. Do you systematically fail when trying to control or cease your gaming activity? 
61. Have you lost interests in previous hobbies and other entertainment activities as a result 

of your engagement with the game? 
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62. Have you continued your gaming activity despite knowing it was causing problems 
between you and other people? 

63. Have you deceived any of your family members, therapists or others about the amount of 
your gaming activity? 

64. Do you play in order to temporarily escape or relieve a negative mood (e.g., helplessness, 
guilt, anxiety)? 

65. Have you jeopardized or lost an important relationship, job or an educational or career 
opportunity because of your gaming activity? 

 

Comments 4 (optional) 

Please provide any comments you might have on this fourth group of questions related to any 
negative consequences you experience from playing online videogames. 

  

5. Offline/ Online Social Support 

The next questions are about social support in your life. 

  

Use the following scale to indicate how much you agree that each of these items applies to your 
experiences over the past year (i.e., last 12 months). 

  

("Strongly Disagree"), 2 ("Disagree"), 3 ("Neutral"), 4 ("Agree), and 5 ("Strongly Agree").  

66. There are several people I know mainly *offline* that I trust to help solve my problems.  
67. There is at least one person I know mainly *offline* whose advice I really trust. 
68. I often meet or talk *offline* with family or friends. 
69. There are several different people I enjoy spending time with in *offline* situations. 
70. There are several people I know mainly *online* that I trust to help solve my problems.  
71. There is at least one person I know mainly *online" whose advice I really trust. 
72. I often meet or talk *online* with family or friends. 
73. There are several different people I enjoy spending time with in *online* situations. 

  

Comments 5 (optional) 

Please provide any comments you might have on this group of questions related to your 
experiences of social support and/or its lack. 

  

6. Offline/ Online Social Support, cont. 

The next questions are also about the social support in your life, or the lack of the such support. 
For each one, tell us how often you feel that way. 
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Marking a 1 means you hardly ever feel that way. 2 means you feel that way some of the time, 
and 3 often. 

  

74. How often do you feel that you lack *offline* companionship: Hardly ever, some of the 
time, or often? 

75. How often do you feel left out of *offline* events and activities: Hardly ever, some of the 
time, or often? 

76. How often do you feel isolated from *offline* others? (Is it hardly ever, some of the time, 
or often?) 

77. How often do you feel that you lack *online* companionship: Hardly ever, some of the 
time, or often? 

78. How often do you feel left out of *online* events and activities: Hardly ever, some of the 
time, or often? 

79. How often do you feel isolated from *online* others? (Is it hardly ever, some of the time, 
or often?) 

Comments 6 (optional) 

Please provide any comments you might have on this group of questions related to your 
experiences of social support and/or its lack. 

  

7.  Online Gaming Involvement * 

Overall, how would you rate your level of involvement with online games? (This includes 
MMORPGs, MOBAs, etc.) 

1 (casual) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (hardcore) 

Hours played per week * 

In general, how many hours a week do you play online games? 

    0-9 

    10-19 

    20-29 

    30-39 

    40-49 

    50-59 

    60-69 

    More than 70 Online games played * 
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Which of the following types of online games do you commonly play? (Check all that apply. If 
you check "Other," please list the other kinds of online games you play.) 

    MMORPGs ("massively multiplayer online role-playing games" like World of Warcraft) 

    MOBAs ("massive online battle arenas" like League of Legends) 

    RTS ("real-time strategy" games like Starcraft 2) 

    FPS ("first-person shooters" like Team Fortress 2) 

    Sports games (like FIFA Soccer/ Football) 

    Fighting games (like Super Smash Bros.) 

    Other: 

Main online game type * 

What is the type of online game you play *most* commonly? (Please try and choose one. If you 
can't decide, you can check multiple boxes. If you check "Other," please list the other game types 
you most commonly play.) 

    MMORPGs ("massively multiplayer online role-playing games" like World of Warcraft) 

    MOBAs ("massive online battle arenas" like League of Legends) 

    RTS ("real-time strategy" games like Starcraft 2) 

    FPS ("first-person shooters" like Team Fortress 2) 

    Sports games (like FIFA Soccer/ Football) 

    Fighting games (like Super Smash Bros.) 

    Other: 

8. Demographics 

Gender * 

    Male 

    Female 

    Nonconforming Age * 

  

Student * 

Are you currently a student? 

    Yes 
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    No Work * 

Your location * 

Are you currently residing in the U.S./ North America? If you are outside the U.S. or North 
America, please list your country and/or region in the "Other" box. 

    U.S./ North America 

    Other: 

Your server location 

Is the server where you typically play located in the U.S./ North America? If your server is 
outside the U.S. or North America, please list its country and/or region in the "Other" box. If you 
don't know, simply leave this question blank. 

    U.S./ North America 

    Other: 

U.S. race/ ethnicity 

If you currently reside or have resided in the U.S., how do you identify your race/ ethnicity? 
(Please check all that apply.) 

    Caucasian or White 

    African American or Black 

    Hispanic or Latino 

    Asian American or Pacific Islander 

    Native American 

    Other: 

Offline/online social life 

  

Which of the following best describes your offline and online social life? If none of the 
responses match you to your satisfaction, please explain briefly in the "Other" box. 

    I am social both offline and online. 

    I am not very social either offline or online. 

    I am social offline, but I am not very social online. 

    I am not very social offline, but I am social online. 

    Other: 
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MacArthur Scale of Subjective Social Status - Adult Version  

This survey accompanies a measure in the SPARQTools.org Measuring Mobility toolkit, which 
provides practitioners curated instruments for assessing mobility from poverty and tools for 
selecting the most appropriate measures for their programs. To get a copy of this document in 
your preferred format, go to "File" and then "Download as" in the toolbar menu. 
Age: Adult  
Duration: < 3 minutes 
Number of items: 2 
Answer Format: 1-10 placement on the ladder 
 
Scoring: 
The Socioeconomic Status Ladder subscale item is Q1. The Community Ladder subscale item is 
Q2.  
 
Each rung of the ladder corresponds with numbers from 1 through 10. If a participant marks an 
“X” on the bottom rung, their response is scored as 1. If they mark an “X” on the middle rung, 
their response is scored as 5. If they mark an “X” on the top rung, their response is scored as 10.  
 
Sources: 
Adler, N. E., Epel, E. S., Castellazzo, G., & Ickovics, J. R. (2000). Relationship of subjective and 
objective social status with psychological and physiological functioning: Preliminary data in 
healthy, White women. Health Psychology, 19(6), 586-592. 
 
 
 
Instructions: Think of this ladder as representing where people stand in the United States. 
At the top of the ladder are the people who are the best off – those who have the most money, 
the most education, and the most respected jobs. At the bottom are the people who are the worst 
off – those who have the least money, least education, the least respected jobs, or no job. The 
higher up you are on this ladder, the closer you are to the people at the very top; the lower you 
are, the closer you are to the people at the very bottom. 
Where would you place yourself on this ladder? 
Please place a large “X” on the rung where you think you stand at this time in your life relative 
to other people in the United States. 
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Instructions: Think of this ladder as representing where people stand in their communities. 
People define community in different ways; please define it in whatever way is most meaningful 
to you. At the top of the ladder are people who have the highest standing in their community. At 
the bottom are the people who have the lowest standing in their community. 
 
Where would you place yourself on this ladder? 
Please place a large “X” on the rung where you think you stand at this time in your life relative 
to other people in your community.
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Feeling Scale (FS) (Hardy & Rejeski, 1989) 
While participating in the exercise, it is common to experience changes in mood. Some 
individuals find exercise pleasurable, whereas others find it to be unpleasant. Additionally, 
feeling may fluctuate across time. That is, one might feel good and bad a number of times during 
exercise. Scientists have developed this scale to measure such responses. 

 +5 Very good 

 +4 

 +3Good 

 +2 

 +1 Fairly good 

    0 Neutral 

    -1 Fairly bad 

    -2 

    -3 Bad 

    -4 

    -5 Very bad 
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Semi-Structured Interview 
1.    How many years have you been playing League of Legends? 

2.    How were you introduced to the game? 

3.    If response to question 1 is greater than one year, why do you continue to play League of 
Legends? 

4.    How important is League of Legends in your life? 

5.    How many hours a week do you play League of Legends 

 Are these experiences typically pleasant or unpleasant? 
 Expands on these experiences 

6.    Do you think you are the Rank you deserve? 

7.    Do you ever continue playing even when it is no longer fun? 

 Expand 

8.    Have you ever been chat banned or punished for toxic behavior within the game? 

 Expand 

9.    Can you describe… 

 A good experiences within the game 
 Have you made any close friendships within the community? 

 A bad experiences within the game 
 Victim of the toxic behavior 

 Why do you think toxic behavior exists within League of Legends?  
 Lost a game you thought you should have won? 
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Appendix B 
IRB Approval Letters  
See the following pages.    
 
 














